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Abstract. Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is being adopted as one
of the industry standards for modeling cross-organizational business processes
(CBPs). BPMN analyzes a business process as a set of interrelated activities,
focusing primarily on the functional perspective of the process. However, for
successful CBP modeling, an informational perspective is important. Although
BPMN 2.0 supports information flow design, existing representations of
data/information elements are not sufficient to support CBP modeling
requirements. In this light, the paper proposes an approach for formal modeling
and specification of information requirements used and generated in the CBPs. A
UML View Profile is introduced to specify information requirements as views
over the common reference ontology. A BPMN 2.0 extension is introduced to
connect the defined views and the corresponding process activities. Ultimately,
the proposed information requirements specification enables generation of the
message instance and its transformation at the implementation level.
Keywords: BPMN, UML, interoperability, view, CBP.

1.

Introduction

Business processes are often executed across multiple independent partners crossing
organizational boundaries. Modeling of cross-organizational business processes (CBPs)
focuses on defining process views describing the interaction between two or more
business partners [1]. Typically, a three-level approach is applied for a comprehensive
CBPs modeling [2]:
Business level: Business processes: This level specifies a computational independent
view of the cooperation and the interaction expected between the partners. The CBPs
modeled at this level may contain physical activities and additional information that is
relevant to the perspective of the business analyst.
Business level: Technical processes: This level provides complete control flow of the
CBP, modeled in a platform independent manner in order to support model reuse.
However, all activities in the model should be implementable within Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) system. For instance, physical activities are not
included in the model.
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Execution level: Executable processes: The CBP on this level is modeled in an actual
language of the execution engine and contains system specific information e.g. data
formats.
Currently, BPMN 2.0 could support all three levels, due to executable modeling that
has been introduced as a brand new capability [3]. Executable details are fully captured
in the BPMN standard attributes. Additional advantage of BPMN 2.0 is the capability to
represent four important process modeling perspectives: functional (what activities are
being performed), behavioral (when and how activities are performed), organizational
(where and by whom activities are performed) and informational (informational
entities/data produced or manipulated by a process) [4].
The problem is that in addition to specifying the CBP process flow, it is also
necessary to define the detailed information requirements associated with that flow. In
BPMN1.x it was not possible to define the process semantics for informational elements
such as data or data flow. These elements were classified as artifacts; e.g., simple
annotations of the diagram. In BPMN 2.0, data has been upgraded to a process variable,
but only a small part of the information specified by semantic model is represented in
the diagram; e.g., text label, data, and data store icon. Instead, BPMN designates XML
Schema as its default data structure [3]. A significant disadvantage of the way that data
structure is expressed in XML Schema is the lack of the clear graphical representation.
Clear graphical representation should include only the constructs used to describe data
semantics not including any constructs used to define syntax rules, such as choice or
sequence constructs in the case of XML Schema.
The descriptions of document types - the informational and message models, and
especially descriptions of their relationships - should be an integral part of the business
processes’ informational aspect. The BPMN 2.0 notation is not meant to allow data
modeling and the breakdown of data information in specific data models [3]. Instead, it
provides extension points to accommodate diverse technologies. Therefore, we propose
an approach for formal modeling and specification of information requirements used
and generated in the CBPs.
Our approach is based on the idea that information requirements should be specified
in terms of a common, reference ontology. In the context of this work, a reference
ontology is used as an unambiguous and formal representation of a set of business
concepts and their relationships, for a particular CBP environment. That ontology
provides a shared vocabulary and a conceptual model for communication between the
collaborating business partners [5]. We will introduce a UML View Profile to specify
information requirements as views over the common reference ontology. A BPMN 2.0
extension is introduced to enable the association of the defined views and the
corresponding process activities. Finally, the proposed information requirements
specification enables generation of the message instances and their transformation at the
implementation level.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The following section discusses
the problem statement and gives essential background information. The third section
discusses related work. The fourth section proposes the approach to solving the identified
problems. The next section demonstrates the approach on an illustrative example. The
final section concludes the paper.
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Problem Statement and Background

This section presents a brief discussion of the problem statement that motivated our
research. It also includes the essential background information on ontologies, the BPMN
informational perspective, and available extension mechanisms that are relevant to this
paper.

2.1.

Problem Statement

The major problem addressed in this paper is the weaknesses of BPMN2.0 modeling
notation. Specifically, we focus on the lack of support for modeling of informational
perspective in the context of joint, cross-organizational, business processes. First, we
present requirements for modeling of CBPs and discuss the importance of information
flow specification on business, technical and execution level. Next, we identify problems
during the modeling of information flow using BPMN 2.0 notation, and propose
extensions necessary to address those problems.
CBPs Modeling Requirements. One of the first steps in designing CBPs is to identify
and document modeling requirements. Different aspects and classification frameworks of
CBPs requirements are proposed in [1, 2, 6]. We consider the following top-level
requirements: support of a common reference ontology, information requirements
formalization, and information requirements granularity.
Common reference ontology: The successful modeling of CBPs requires the inclusion
of multiple domains and the interoperation with stakeholders’ public and private
business process models [7]. Using heterogeneous information models and domain
business vocabularies raises the important research question of modeling the crossorganizational business processes and the corresponding information flows in CBPs [7].
Lippe et. al. point out that the information flow within the CBP has to be represented
[2]. Moreover, they argue that global business information schema, which provides a
common reference of interchanged business messages in CBPs should also be supported
[2]. The usage of such a reference ontology to facilitate such interchanges is a broadly
accepted approach to reconciling semantic mismatches between heterogeneous
information models [5, 8, 9, 10, 11]. In a similar manner, to address aforementioned
issues, we propose the specification of the information requirements in terms of a
common reference ontology. Such an ontology will provide the unambiguous
interpretation required by all stakeholders in the business process.
Information requirements formalization: Barnickel et.al. [12] point out that one of the
common problems in designing CBPs information flows design is the lack of
formalization. For example, they indicate that business process experts usually use
business-oriented, high-level descriptions of information entities that are informal or
semi-formal and expressed using a natural language. In that same paper, Barnickel et.
al. argue that such descriptions increase the designated business-IT gap since the used
terms are not explicitly linked to existing information or data models of the
organization.
Information requirements granularity: Barkmeyer and Denno [13] point out that
information requirements should have a fine-grained form, down to a property that is an
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information unit of the entity. According to them, the information requirement arises
when an agent uses a property of an entity or relationship in conducting a modeled
activity. Here, the agent is an actor involved in the execution of the business process
activity. The entity is a business entity defined within the information model such as
database model, messaging standard or reference ontology.
The information model should provide a detailed description of the related business
entities covering all information that might be used in several business processes.
Hence, the business entities from the reference ontology have a general nature including
a wide range of properties that are used across various business processes. Therefore,
the information requirements of the activity should be defined as a subset of the
business entity properties including only those properties involved in the realization of
the particular activity. However, the business entities may contain other properties that
are not relevant for given process activity. Consequently, a formal mechanism for
specifying the information requirements as a subset of the business entity properties is
needed.
BPMN 2.0 Shortcomings. BPMN 2.0 diagrams are not adequate for the discussed
information requirements. BPMN 2.0 cannot address any resolution finer than the entity,
although only a few modeled properties are used in many cases. Information
requirements needed for activity execution are specified as Data Inputs while data that is
produced is captured using Data Outputs [3]. The structure of Data Input/Output
elements is not visible on the diagram; but, it can be defined using XML schema.
However, XML schemas are difficult to create and understand by the business process
experts who are responsible for defining the information flow on a conceptual level. A
challenging issue is to specify information requirements in a suitable form for both,
business analysts and IT experts.
We propose (1) a UML View Profile to solve the discussed shortcomings and (2) a
BPMN 2.0 metamodel extension to include the information requirements specification
based on that Profile. In designing both, we had to overcome three important problems:
how to specify information requirements for the activity, how to represent needed
associations between an activity and the requirements, and, how to exchange
messages/documents during the activity realization. In addition to providing solutions to
these problems, our approach has an additional advantage. It enhances the possibility to
implement a generic transformation that supports specified information requirements
automatically from messages exchanged at runtime during the process execution.

2.2.

Background

Ontologies. In this section, we describe the use of ontologies in the context of our work.
For a detailed introduction and a valuable overview of the ontologies see work by [14 –
17]. Gruber [18] has defined an ontology as “formal, explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization”. In this paper, we use a common reference ontology that specifies,
formalizes, and explicates the domain business concepts and their relationships involved
in a particular CBP scenario [8]. The formal specification of business domain concepts,
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given in the reference ontology, is important in order to provide a basis for unambiguous
interpretation of data-exchange artifacts in CBPs [11].
As stated in [19, 20, 21], various languages can be used for the construction of the
reference ontology. In our work, we use reference ontologies to support systems
interoperability where we use UML to represent ontologies. The reasons for choosing
UML for ontology representation are:
- UML Class diagram supports visual modeling of important ontology elements
(e.g. class/sub-class hierarchies, relationships between classes, class attributes).
This facilitates easier understanding by business analysts and end-users.
- UML is an open standard and has a standard mechanism for defining
extensions, e.g. Profiles.
- OCL is a powerful mechanism for defining additional constraints; e.g. attribute
values or possible instances of the relationships.
- UML is widely accepted in industry and has a large user community. For
example, UML is most frequently used for visual representation of integration
standards that are based on XML Schema, e.g. OAGIS, RosettaNet, Universal
Business Language (UBL).
- Core UML concepts map appropriately to OWL concepts, as it is defined in
[22].
Detailed specification of the UML reference ontology model used in our example, along
with corresponding formal OWL representation can be found in [23].
A variety of different research project have been applying UML for ontology
representation either directly or as graphical front-end for ontology languages that don't
have visualization capabilities [21,24]. In their work, Baclawski et. al. [21] implemented
tools for ontology development based on UML. They indicate that UML is not
convenient for visualization of complex ontologies only, but for managing ontology
development process as well. Cranfield and Purvis have investigated the use of UML
class diagrams for representing ontologies [24,25].
BPMN Informational Perspective. In this section, we provide an overview of BPMN
Informational Perspective that is relevant to the problem statement. Information flow
plays a crucial role in CBP modeling, although BPMN focusses on the control flow
aspects [26, 27]. The flow of informational entities (e.g., data, artifacts, products)
between process elements is decoupled from the Sequence flow to allow modeling
flexibility [26][27].
A primary construct for modeling all kinds of informational entities regardless of
their physical nature (e.g. paper or electronic documents) in BPMN is a Data Object [3].
In BPMN 2.0, Data Objects are upgraded to first-class, semantic elements and defined
as additional Data Categories aside from flow objects, connecting objects, swim-lanes,
and artifacts. This is a big change, having in mind that in BPMN1.2 Data Objects were
considered artifacts, simple annotation without any semantics [28]. Bruce Silver in [28]
points out that Data Objects are programming constructs, a temporary data stored in the
process instance. Data object elements are visually presented on a Process diagram (see
Fig.1), and can be referenced by DataObjectReference that specifies different states of
the same DataObject (e.g., <DataObject Name>[DataObjectReferenceState]). The
structure of the Data Object is not visible on the diagram, but it can be defined by its
associated itemDefinition element that specifies an XML schema.
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For the purpose of representing persistent data (e.g., database records) BPMN2.0
introduces a new concept – Data Store. Additional elements of Data Category are Data
Inputs, Data Outputs and Properties [3]. Collections of Data Objects, Data Inputs and
Data Outputs are represented by Data Object Collection, InputSet and OutputSet,
respectively. Property elements have no visual representation in the diagram, and they
are relevant for process execution. Graphical representations of the Data Category
elements are represented in the Fig.1.

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Fig. 1. Data Category elements (adapted from [3])

Besides simple, non-directional Association that is still used to link text annotations in
the diagram, in BPMN2.0 Data Association is introduced [28]. Elements of Data
Category are connected to other model elements (e.g., activities or events) through
directional Data Association. This association represents a mapping between a Data
Object and Data Input or Data Output [28]. When source and target of data flow are
unambiguous, non-directional data associations to a sequence flow are allowed [28].
Data Objects are no longer used to represent the information content of a message
between different pools or external entity; a new message symbol, an envelope icon, is
introduced in BPMN 2.0.
BPMN Extension Mechanism. The BPMN is designed to be extensible by a standard
extension mechanism that can be used by modelers to define new concepts with needed
semantics. The BPMN extension mechanism consists of a set of extension elements
that allow the attachment of additional elements and attributes to standard and
existing BPMN elements [3]. These extension elements are: ExtensionDefinition,
ExtensionAttributeDefinition, ExtensionAttributeValue and Extension [3]. Extension
element is used to bind a BPMN model with an extension whose structure is defined
using ExtensionDefinition element. ExtensionDefinition element groups additional
attributes used to extend the BPMN model by attaching them to any BPMN element. The
definition of each attribute includes the name and type of the attribute; and, it is given by
corresponding ExtensionAttributeDefinition element. Within an extended BPMN
element, ExtensionAttributeValue element is used to assign a value to a particular
extension’s attribute that has been defined previously within ExtensionDefinition using
ExtensionAttributeDefinition element.
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Related Work

The approach proposed by Barkmayer and Denno [13] relates to ours since they
introduce a common, reference-ontology-based specification of needed information
requirements in a joint business process. The term joint process denotes a shared
viewpoint of the joint actions between collaborating partners. Their methodology
includes three major components: a reference ontology for the business entities, a formal
specification of the joint process, and a binding between process elements and business
entities. They introduce concepts for the improvement of information flows through
introducing message structures into the diagram itself. They offered an interesting
conceptual solution that motivated our research. As the authors themselves mention
“while the proposed concepts are simple, the actual representations of user and provider
flows may be complex”. They do not propose any notation for information requirements
specification. The authors do not give a formal definition of the view over the reference
ontology, whereby their concept of the view represents a simple filter over the predefined
entities of the reference ontology without the possibility to define more complex rules of
execution (such as model traversing or calculations), which is possible in our approach.
Barnickel et. al. demonstrated a mediated, business-process-modeling approach for
incorporating semantic bridges to implement information flow design [7]. They provide a
complete end-to-end solution, from specification to implementation. Their approach is
based on semantic bridges, which are applied to the domain ontology-based information
entities in order to overcome semantic heterogeneities. For the purpose of better
understanding and visualization, they propose a BPMN extension of Data Object
category using a semantic sub-graphs. The paper highlights the ontological
representation of information flows by the application of RDF and OWL. It does not
offer a description of the implementation of information requirements, as parts of the
entities from the reference ontology, they are rather used unchanged and complete.
Consequently, there is a need for the semantic reconciliation of different reference
ontologies used by different parties. The work in this article differs from their approach
as we propose the use of common reference ontology, assuming that each party has a
formalized ontological model that comprises, or is mapped to elements of a publicly
available common ontological library.
Another interesting extension of BPMN 2.0 using semantic ontologies is presented in
[29]. Gao et. al. state that BPMN 2.0 should be described in more details with respect to
functional, data, organizational and control ARIS views. For our work is relevant Data
View BPMN 2.0 extension using Linked Data Principle. They propose that BPMN
ItemAwareElements should be annotated with concepts from domain-specific ontologies
that are specified in RDFS or OWL using StructuredWebResource (SWR) framework.
The authors argue that the proposed approach can make improvements not only in the
execution phase, but also during other phases of the BPM lifecycle. However, in our
opinion, graphical UML representation is more convenient for business process
specification at conceptual level. The BPMN 2.0 extension proposed in our solution is
more general since their solution is aligned with ARIS specific views.
The idea of Semantic Business Process Management (SBPM) is introduced in [30].
Hepp et.al. propose to combine Semantic Web services frameworks, ontology
infrastructure, and BPM to create one consolidated technology. Representational
requirements of SBPM are discussed in [31]. SBPM approaches are focused mainly on
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ontology-based process flow annotation. Our work is, however, concerned with
ontology-based information flow specification.
Various approaches highlight the importance of data flow modeling in business
process languages. Deutch and Milo notice that business process flow affects data and
vice versa [32]. According to [32], an important aspect of business process modeling is
capturing the data manipulation and transformations performed by the process. On the
other hand, approaches in [33, 34, 35] suggest to include process perspective into data
management practice. Magnani and Montesi [36], identify and address shortcomings of
data modeling using BPMN 1.2 modeling notation. They define BPMN extension called
BPDMN (Business Process and Data Modeling Notation) in order to enhance visual data
capabilities. While extending BPMN 1.2, their extension implies direct changes in the
BPMN metamodel. In our work, the extension of BPMN is given through the use of a
currently default and formally defined extension mechanism that is part of the BPMN 2.0
standard.
Unlike any mentioned approach, which makes use of reference ontology documents
the way they are, we offer the possibility to define a view over reference ontology
documents without the need to use complete document structures. All mentioned works
describe the process on the technical level without specifying the implementation. Our
work proposes a formalized definition of the view, associated with the process through
the BPMN extension, and a described algorithm for obtaining a view instance on the
implementation level, at the time of the process execution. Also, all mentioned works are
oriented towards the semantic reconciliation of ontologies without defining the way in
which this will affect the implementation itself. Our approach does not solve the problem
of semantic reconciliation, it rather focuses on the method to enable executable
specifications, in the sense to define how the specified information flows are realized on
the implementation level.

4.

Details of the Approach

The approach is based on the idea that the reference ontology is a shared definition of the
types, properties and interrelationships of the business entities that are used to construct
the messages exchanged between the collaborating business partners. We propose the use
of information requirements defined in terms of the reference ontology as the basis for
the sound design of information flows in CBPs. The idea is that during modeling of
business processes, the reference ontology will enable unambiguous interpretation of
specified information requirements. It does this by supporting common procedures for
deriving the information requirements from interoperable, ontology-based, message
exchange.
To specify information requirements as a subset of the business entity properties
(attributes and relationships), we propose UML View Profile: a UML extension defined
using the UML profile mechanism. This approach is similar to the concept of a database
view. Business entities from a reference ontology correspond to tables of a database
schema. The model defined using UML View Profile corresponds to the database view
(in the rest of the paper this model is referenced as view model). The view model
contains the definition of the information requirements of the activity including the
mapping rules to the business entity properties. The mapping rules are used to derive
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defined information requirements from the reference ontology model at runtime. They
are defined using Object Constraint Language (OCL) [37]. To include our view model
into BPMN model, we propose a BPMN extension based on the BPMN 2.0 extension
mechanism.
The procedure for specifying the information requirements comprises the following
steps.
a. Reference Ontology Development. The reference ontology for a specific business
domain is created, or an existing reference ontology is selected. Ontology
specification at the conceptual level is presented using the UML class diagram.
b. Business Process Model Development. The BPMN model of cross-organizational
business process is created.
c. Annotation and Association of Information Requirements. The BPMN model is
annotated and enriched using concepts defined in the BPMN extension.
d. View Model Specification. Detailed specification of the information requirements
of the process activities is created by defining view models using the UML View
Profile.
The UML View Profile, BPMN extension and model transformation process are
described in the following sections.

4.1.

UML View Profile

This section lays out a UML profile proposal, called the UML View profile, as a formal
mechanism for identifying the information requirements of the process activities. Using
the proposed UML View Profile, information requirements are defined as a subgroup of
properties of the appropriate business entities from the reference ontology model. The
defined stereotypes of the UML View profile are described as follows.
Stereotype: ViewPackage
Base Class: Package
Description: Represents a package that contains view model definition.
Constraints: The package members must be one of the stereotypes: ViewClass,
ViewAssociation or basedOn.
Tagged Values: expressionLanguage - the language used to define the expressions and
derivation rules within the package members.
Stereotype: ViewClass
Base Class: Class
Description: Represents a class defined within the view model definition, based on the
reference ontology class. Contains ViewProperty properties that define subgroup of
properties of corresponding reference ontology class.
Constraints: It must contain at least one property with the ViewProperty stereotype. It
must be based on the reference ontology class (represented by the dependency
relationship with the basedOn stereotype).
Tagged Values: isEntryPoint - signifies whether ViewClass is the entry point of the
view, i.e. the initial point for the transformation execution.
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Stereotype: ViewProperty
Base Class: Property
Description: Represents a property defined within ViewClass whose value is
determined by an expression defined over the properties of the reference ontology class.
Constraints: It must have a defined value for the tagged value expression.
Tagged Values: expression - the expression that defines the mapping of the
ViewProperty to one or more properties of the reference ontology class (derivation rule).
Stereotype: ViewAssociation
Base Class: Association
Description: Represents an association that connects two ViewClasses.
Constraints: The association ends owner must be ViewClass or ViewAssociation
itself (depending on the navigability of the association end). It must have a defined value
for the tagged value refinementExpression.
Tagged Values: refinementExpression - the expression that defines the condition for
additional filtration of the set of ViewClass objects at the ViewAssociation end.
Stereotype: basedOn
Base Class: Dependency
Description: Dependency relationship of this stereotype defines the dependency of
ViewClass from the reference ontology class, i.e. it defines the reference ontology class
whose properties are subsetted by ViewProperties of the ViewClass.
Constraints: The basedOn dependency source must be ViewClass while the target
must be Class.
Stereotype: Key
Base Class: Property
Description: Represents the ViewClass identifier.
Constraints: It must be applied to ViewProperty.

4.2.

BPMN Extension

We used the BPMN 2.0 extension mechanism to define the BPMN metamodel extension
depicted in Fig. 2. Proposed extension enables inclusion of the ontology document model
definition (i.e., part of the reference ontology model corresponding to the message
exchanged) and view model definition into the BPMN process. ExtensionDefinition and
ExtensionAttributeDefinition elements are used to define the structure of the proposed
extension. In Fig. 2, they are represented as stereotypes, using the same name as the
related elements. Original BPMN metamodel elements are marked with the stereotype
BPMN.
The BPMN metamodel elements relevant for the association of the ontology
document/view model definitions are DataObject, DataInput and DataOutput. They are
subclasses of ItemAwareElement, selected as the BPMN metamodel concept being
extended. The ItemAwareElement is extended either by the OntologyElement or the
ViewElement extension definition. In Fig. 2 this is illustrated by the {xor} constraint. An
ItemAwareElement (e.g. DataObject) can practically contain either the reference
ontology document (represented by the OntologyElement) or the view model defined
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over the reference ontology document (represented by the ViewElement). The original
BPMN elements used in a general case to specify the data structures contained by an
ItemAwareElement are ItemDefinition and Import elements. Likewise, within our
proposed extension, these BPMN elements are utilized to import data structures of the
reference ontology document model or the view model. If unspecified, each data
structure is by default serialized in XML Schema format.

<<BPMN>>
DataInput

<<BPMN>>
DataOutput

<<BPMN>>
DataObject

+extensionDefinitions

<<ExtensionDefinition>>
ViewElement

<<ExtensionAttributeDefinition>>
*
-ontologyName:String

*
+sourceRef

*

+targetRef

*

<<ExtensionAttributeDefinition>>

{or}
1
*

+extensionDefinitions

<<BPMN>>
DataAssociation

1

<<ExtensionAttributeDefinition>>

<<BPMN>>
ItemAwareElement

+sourceRef

*

+OntElementRef 1
<<ExtensionDefinition>>
OntologyElement
<<ExtensionAttributeDefinition>>
-ontologyName:String
+targetRef

1

<<ExtensionAttributeDefinition>>
<<BPMN>>
DataInputAssociation

<<BPMN>>
DataOutputAssociation
+extensionDefinitions

*
<<ExtensionDefinition>>
ViewOntologyAssociation
*

*

+itemSubjectRef

<<BPMN>>
ItemDefinition

-itemKind: ItemKind
0..1 -structureRef:Element
-isCollection:boolean

+import
*

<<BPMN>>
Import

-location:String
0..1 -importType:String
-namespace:String

<<enumeration>>
ItemKind
Information
Physical

Fig. 2. BPMN Extension

ViewElement has the OntElementRef property referencing the OntologyElement on
which it depends. For example, it defines the reference ontology document model to
which the view model is to be applied at runtime to derive the information requirements
from exchanged document/message. For the visual representation of this dependency, the
ViewOntologyAssociation extension is defined, extending the original BPMN element
DataAssociation. This extension limits DataAssociation by defining the ViewElement
(sourceRef property) as an association source and OntologyElement (targetRef property)
as the association target. When the ViewOntologyAssociation extension is used within a
DataAssociation element, sourceRef and targetRef properties of the DataAssociation, if
included, must have the same values as the respective properties of the
ViewOntologyAssociation extension. Fig. 3 shows an illustrative example using the
concepts defined in the BPMN extension (the extension concepts are marked with the
appropriate stereotypes).
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eKanbanShipment
<<OntologyElement>>

Task 1

<<ViewOntologyAssociation>>

Task 2

ViewShipment
<<ViewElement>>

Fig. 3. Sample BPMN process with extension elements

4.3.

Model Transformation

As already stated, the UML View Profile is used to specify semantic mapping rules
between the view model and the reference ontology model (shown in Fig. 4 at M1 metalayer of the four-layered metamodel architecture). These rules are contained within the
view model definition. Based on them we can generate the transformation rules of the
reference ontology model instance (i.e. message exchanged within the business process)
to the instance of the view model. These instances are shown at M0 meta-layer in Fig. 4.
There are several ways in which the transformation of the models can be defined.
Query/View/Transformation (QVT) specification is one of the standard ways provided
by Object Management Group (OMG) [39]. XML transformation languages can be used
as well (e.g., XQUERY, Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT)). Our
approach uses QVT; note, the XML-based transformations can be generated from them if
necessary.
Transformation rules for the instances of the reference ontology model can be
generated automatically based on the view model. This is possible because the
transformation definition itself can be presented as a model. Specifically, result of a
QVT transformation can be QVT transformation itself. To execute the result of a QVT
transformation as a new QVT transformation, QVT specification defines
‘asTransformation’ operation. This is used to invoke on-the-fly transformations
definitions created dynamically. This QVT feature is used in our approach as illustrated
in Fig.4 with the Transformation Generation node. In this step, the QVT transformation
definitions are generated dynamically based on the rules defined within the view model.
The generation algorithm relies on the fact that both source and target models are
instances of the same metamodel; i.e. the UML metamodel. Since the model entry point
is given for each view model definition using entryPoint tagged value of the ViewClass
stereotype, the algorithm relies on the definition of the entry point ViewClass for further
processing. The rules for the generation of the QVT transformations from the OCL
expressions are applied primarily to the ViewProperties and ViewAssociations of the
entry point ViewClass. Thereafter, they are successively applied to other ViewClasses
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and their ViewProperties and ViewAssociations. In the next step, the generated QVT
transformations (represented in Fig. 4 with the Data Transformation node) are executed.

M2

UML Metamodel

extends

UML View Profile

conformsTo

conformsTo

conformsTo

Reference
Ontology Model

basedOn

View Model

M1
Transformation
Generation
conformsTo

conformsTo
basedOn

basedOn
generate

M0

RO Document
Instance

in

Data
Transformation

out

View Instance

Fig. 4. Data Model Transformation

The transformation of data for the validation of the proposed approach is done within
the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) with the application of QVTo implementation.

5.

Example

Let us present our approach by an example. The example models a generic eKanban
scenario [39].

5.1.

Reference Ontology Development

In the first step, we create the reference ontology. The ontology definition represents a
key part of the architecture and contains information about business concepts and the
connections between them. It also contains the contextual description, which describes
in what way the information entities (whether basic or aggregating) can be used in a
specific business scenario. Alternatively, an existing reference ontology can be chosen
instead of creating a new one. At this step, the eKanban reference ontology [23] was
selected to illustrate our approach.
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Business Process Model Development

Supplier

Carrier

The second step creates a formal specification for the collaborative business process
identifying all activities and shared information exchanged within the process. An
example of a collaborative shipping business process is given in Fig. 5, focusing solely
on Supplier participant's activities.

Evaluate &
prepare shipment

ShipRequest

ShipmentSchedule

Request for
Shiping
Verification

Verify shipment

Generate ASN
Data Shipment

Fig. 5. Sample Shipping Process

5.3.

Annotation and Association of Information Requirements

Carrier

In this step, we associate the information requirements, defined as a view model, with the
appropriate BPMN elements by annotating them in accordance with the proposed BPMN
extension.

submodel
ShipmentSchedule
eKanbanOntology
<<OntologyElement>> <<OntologyElement>>
<<ViewOntologyAssociation>>

Supplier

ShipRequest
Evaluate &
prepare shipment

Request for
Shiping
Verification

ShipmentScheduleView
<<ViewElement>>
Verify shipment

Generate ASN
Data Shipment

Fig. 6. Annotated Shipping Process

Fig. 6 illustrates annotation and association of information requirements for the Verify
Shipment activity. Different types of data objects associated with the activity are
annotated using appropriate stereotypes from the proposed BPMN extension. The
OntologyElement stereotype is applied to DataObject representing the ShipmentSchedule
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document from eKanban reference ontology exchanged between Carrier and Supplier.
The ViewElement stereotype is applied to DataObject representing view model, named
ShipmentScheduleView, which defines the activity information requirements as a view
over ShipmentSchedule document model. Their mutual inter-dependency is shown
explicitly by the dependency relationship annotated with ViewOntologyAssociation
stereotype.

5.4.

View Model Specification

In the final step, we create the information requirements specification using UML View
Profile. Fig. 7 depicts the ShipmentScheduleView definition.
<<ViewPackage>>
ViewShipment
{expressionLanguage=OCL}
<<ViewClass>>
ShipmentScheduleView
{isEntryPoint}

eKanbanShipment::
ShipmentSchedule

<<basedOn>>

-scheduleType:ScheduleType[1]
onSchedule

1

<<ViewProperty>>
-Type:ScheduleType
{expression= self.scheduleType }
<<Key>><<ViewProperty>>
-ID:Integer
{expression= self.documentID }
<<ViewProperty>>
-allScheduleLines:Set
{expression= self.lines }
<<ViewProperty>>
-largeScheduleLines:Set
{expression= self.lines ->
select(totalReceived.amount > 100) }
onScheduleView
<<ViewAssociation>>
{refinementExpression = self.lines ->
select(totalReceived.amount > 100) }
lineViews 0..*
<<ViewClass>>
ScheduleLineView
{isEntryPoint=false}

lines 1..*
eKanbanShipment::
ScheduleLine

<<basedOn>>

-totalReceived:Quantity[1]
-lineNumber:Integer[0..1]
-startOfShipments:DateTime[1]
-period:TimePeriod[1]

<<Key>><<ViewProperty>>
-lineNumber:Integer
{expression= self.lineNumber }
<<ViewProperty>>
-total:Quantity
{expression= self.totalReceived }
<<ViewProperty>>
-start:DateTime
{expression= self.startOfShipments }

Fig. 7. ShipmentScheduleView Definition

The view model is defined over the ShipmentSchedule document model of the
eKanban reference ontology. For the purpose of clarity, only the elements of the
ShipmentSchedule document model relevant for the definition of the view model are
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shown (ShipmentSchedule and ScheduleLine classes from the eKanbanShipment
package). The view model is defined within the ViewShipment package with the
ShipmentScheduleView ViewClass as the entry point of the transformation. The
ShipmentScheduleView is mapped to the ShipmentSchedule class of the eKanban
ontology. This is defined using basedOn dependency. ViewProperties of
ShipmentScheduleView are mapped to the properties of the ShipmentSchedule class.
These mappings are defined using OCL expressions given within the expression tagged
value of each ViewProperty. The OCL mapping expressions are defined in the form
suitable for direct execution against the appropriate reference ontology concept. The self
keyword within the OCL expressions marks the reference ontology class to which the
ViewClass, owner of the ViewProperty, is mapped. For example, ViewProperty Type is
defined by the "self.scheduleType" expression which is executed against the
ShipmentSchedule instance and results in the value of its scheduleType property.
A ViewClass can also define its ViewProperties over the related classes of the mapped
reference ontology class and their properties. In line with the aforementioned, the
ShipmentScheduleView contains allScheduleLines ViewProperty representing the Set of
all ScheduleLine objects of ShipmentSchedule. Similarly, it contains largeScheduleLines
ViewProperty representing the Set of ScheduleLine objects with amount greater than
100. In both cases, the Set will contain "full" ScheduleLine objects; i.e. objects having all
properties of the ScheduleLine class. If it is necessary to use only the subset of properties
of ScheduleLine class, a new ViewClass would have to be defined (ScheduleLineView in
Fig. 7). Additionally, a new ViewAssociation with appropriate refinement expression
have to be defined as well (ViewAssociation between ShipmentScheduleView and
ScheduleLineView in Fig. 7). It should be noted that now ShipmentScheduleView has
ViewProperty largeScheduleLines and ViewAssociation, both defined using the same
expression (self.lines->select (totalReceived.amount > 100)), but resulting in sets of
different objects. ViewProperty largeScheduleLines will contain the Set of ScheduleLine
objects while the Set obtained through ViewAssociation will contain ScheduleLineView
objects (that contains the subset of ScheduleLine properties relevant for the view
definition).
Fig. 8 depicts this by an example of the ShipmentSchedule document instance (Fig. 8
a) and the appropriate ShipmentScheduleView instance obtained as the result of the
transformation process (Fig. 8 b).
In summary, in the first step, eKanban reference ontology is used as a common
specification of business domain concepts and their relationships. In the second step, a
business process model is developed (see Fig.5). Next, that business process model is
enhanced using proposed BPMN extension elements. For example, Fig. 6 illustrates
information requirements for Verify Shipment activity, represented by
ShipmentScheduleView element and its association with eKanban ShipmentSchedule
document. Finally, detailed definition of information requirements for Verify Shipment
activity is created using UML View Profile, which results in view model shown in Fig. 7.
Defined view model contains mapping rules of specified information requirements to
eKanban business entities from ShipmentSchedule document. This provides support for
automatic document model instance transformation at runtime.
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ViewShipment

ss:ShipmentSchedule
documentID=156
lines=sl1, sl3, sl2
scheduleType=DeliveryBased

sl1:ScheduleLine

sl2:ScheduleLine

lineNumber=1
onSchedule=ss
period= 15
startOfShipments= 2012-03-15
totalReceived= 80

lineNumber=2
onSchedule=ss
period= 12
startOfShipments= 2012-03-15
totalReceived= 150

sl3:ScheduleLine

lineNumber=3
onSchedule=ss
period= 82
startOfShipments= 2012-03-14
totalReceived= 124

<<ViewClass>>
ss:ShipmentSchedule
allScheduleLines= sl1,sl2,sl3
ID=156
largeScheduleLines= sl2, sl3"
lineViews= slv1,slv2
Type=DeliveryBased
<<ViewAssociation>>

Set of
ScheduleLine
objects

<<ViewAssociation>>

<<ViewClass>>
slv1:ScheduleLineView

<<ViewCLass>>
slv2:ScheduleLineView

lineNumber=2
onScheduleView=ssv
startstart= 2012-03-15
totalReceived= 150

a)

Set of
ScheduleLine
objects

lineNumber=3
onSchedule=ssv
startOfShipments= 2012-03-14
totalReceived= 124

b)

Fig. 8. Ontology document instance and view instance examples

6.

Conclusion

This paper addresses two major topics. First, it presents an approach to formalize the
informational aspect of cross-organizational business processes. Second, it promotes the
possibility of automating the implementation of that formalization.
The key contributions of this paper are:
- the definition of the UML View Profile as a mechanism to specify the
information requirements in terms of the reference ontology
- the definition of the BPMN extension to allow association of the information
requirements to the BPMN model activities
- the definition of the role for and requirements for QVT transformations enabling
the automation of the model instance transformation for the purpose of their easier
implementation.
We believe that our proposed approach is sufficiently general and flexible to describe
cross-organizational business processes that include a detailed specification of the
informational content.
In the future, we plan to design tools to support the proposed manner of describing
processes. Such tools will (1) facilitate the application of the steps of that approach and
(2) make the application of the presented transformations possible.
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